
EXTRAS

Illustration (Concept, Editorial, Cómic), 
Photography (Artistic and Product), Video 
Recording, Editing & Post Production, 
Animation, Voice Dubbing, Workshop Teaching 
and Music Producing.

EXPERIENCE

’09/ ’Now Graphic Designer
FREELANCE

Working as a freelance intermittently through the years.  Like the 
last two years because of a full-time inHouse job. That includes: 

Small businesses like a retirement home (where I’ve implemented a 
corporate image, leaflets, signalétique and the web). 
A bakery (corporate design), a photographer (logo design).

Music groups and independent music labels (like Derroche, Os 
Palletas or Deepnosis, a Berliner music label) where I’ve designed 
logos, cd covers, banners and posters for concerts.

Agencies and event promoters where I’ve designed corporate 
Image, posters, logos, brochures...

‘13/ ’14 Junior Graphic Designer
Cloe Communication, Florence

Thanks to this Internship at a publicity Agency in Italy,
I developed several graphic design jobs such as web content for
a bath suit fashion brand, content for commercial and internal
use, eCommerce photo retouching, a poster for that brand that
was used in stores around the country; a catalogue for a fashion
brand and signalethic for an optometrist brand amongst others.

‘18/ ’20 Graphic Designer
Tuscor Lloyds, Manchester

I was in charge of all the visuals of the company as part of a small 
team. I was involved in projects sort of Editorial Design, Digital 
Design, Social Media, Motion Graphics and Integral Projects as 
well as some admin like goodies ordering and management.

We rebranded the corporate identity of the company to make it 
more following a professional environment. 
That includes web, video, brochures, stationery, leaflets...etc.

We made campaigns across and simultaneously over editorial 
publications, social media, newsletters and blogs in both English 
and Spanish (the UK, global market and Mexican & Latin America).

I was co-responsible for an integral project every year. The design 
of a stand for a massive event in the industry. Very eye-catching 
and that popped out of the crowd. The campaign of that project 
over social media, web, editorial and newsletter related, as well as 
the goodies and all the marketing related.

LANGUAGES

English

Spanish

Galician

Portuguese

Italian

Native

Fluent

Native

 Working Proficiency

Working Proficiency

‘11 / ‘12 2D Animation Master
ESDIP, Madrid, Spain 

‘21 TQUK Certificate in Digital Marketing Level 2
By Katrina Greenshields (UKSA).

‘12 Adobe Photoshop Course. 
By Ramon Teja (Adobe Certificated Expert).

‘Now UX Designer Course Online.

Interaction Design Foundation.

‘09 / ‘12 Bachelor’s Degree, Graphic Design
EASD Antonio Failde, Ourense, Spain.

‘07 / ‘10 Associate Degree, Illustration.
EASD Antonio Failde, Ourense, Spain.

‘10 Two months Fine Arts Scholarship.
Marmara University, Istambul, Turkey.

’09 Three mos Manga & Trad. painting Scholarship.
Kyoto Saga University, Kyoto, Japan.

EDUCATION

PHOTOSHOP

ILLUSTRATOR

INDESIGN

AFTER EFFECTS

XD

WEB

SKILLS

PROFILE

mikebarbosadesign@gmail.com
www.barbosadesign.co.uk
07542065314

If I need to choose a word to describe me, that 
would be versatile. I adapt myself to almost 
any circumstance, environment or style. I’ve 
been through companies, customers, coun-
tries, languages and cultures. 

I do love a challenge that pushes me to get my 
best version. I am focusing on increasing my 
skills, learn new things and develop my career 
in your company.


